
Employ the principles of experiential

design for online spaces and how to

maximise engagement and retention.

Lead tried and tested online activities to

create authentic connection quickly and

effectively at a distance.

Confidently navigate the different way

people interact in the online environment

and learn important camera tricks to

increase both energy and intimacy.

Our Connection before Content Masterclass

is 3 x 90 minutes of action-packed

experiential learning to ensure that you have

the insider knowledge on how best to run

facilitated workshops online.

Participants leave understanding how to 

It is relevant for both novice and
experienced facilitators.

A framework to assist with achievable (and

memorable) session design in the online space

and confidence to hold the space for positive

interactions.

A toolkit of activities to energise, build

connection, assist with reflection and empathy.

Self awareness on how you can best operate in

the online space as a facilitator and workshop

leader.

OUTCOMES

Connection Before Content
Online Facilitation Masterclass 

OVERVIEW ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
The backdrop of our workshop spaces  has

changed. What are the new skills a facilitator

needs  to successfully manage the transition

from face-to-face to online facilitation?  

A masterclass for the facilitator who seeks to

heighten participation, engagement and fun in

online settings.

WHY SERIOUS WOO?
Serious Woo operates a little differently.

Our workshops are learner led, interactive,
high energy and loads of fun.  We believe in
true online participation!

With a methodology grounded in the arts
and experiential learning, our workshops
promise to give your staff an invaluable gift -
insight into themselves and tools they can
take into their work, life and beyond.
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A totally stimulating day for all

participants, workshops

which invigorated and engaged

with everyone in each group.  

Group Finance, 
Asahi Beverages Australia

Workshop 1
Experiential

Design 
Online

Workshop 2
Fostering
Online 

Connection

Workshop 3
Online

Presenting
Practicum

Explore the key psychological

impacts of physical vs virtual

workshops.

Discover the Kolb Experiential

Learning Cycle and its power to

create intentional learning spaces.

Uncover our unique approach to

workshop design which creates

the perfect mix of emotions,

behaviours and knowledge sharing.

(And experience it applied

throughout all workshops.)

Discard  self-imposed limitations

around online learning and explore

creative and meaningful options to

elicit engagement and fun.

Build a climate of participation and

engagement from the kick-off

with creative activities

Practice our favourite arts-based

approaches to foster connection

and positive behaviours.

Explore new ways to transfer

knowledge through active learning

techniques and tools.

How to set up your workshop

space to maximise presence and

engagement

Virtual facilitator 101,  learn to

move from charismatic energiser

to the "behind the scenes"

chameleon

Fostering a virtual psychologically

safe experience for yourself and

others.

This session will include the

opportunity to put your learnings

into practice.

Zoom

Microsoft Teams

Google Hangouts

Cisco Webex

Workshops can be booked as a group, or individually.

We recommend that workshops be delivered

sequentially.

Serious Woo delivers on the following platforms:

The workshop has given me great

comfort in knowing various things

about smooth facilitation.  It is

hands down one of the best

workshops I have attended.

Workshop Participant 
Country Fire Authority

Connection Before Content
Online Facilitation Masterclass 
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